community calendar
Want to know what's going
on in Jewish Calgary?
Check out the Community
Calendar at jewishcalgary.org
The strength of a people.
The power of community.

Have an event?
Click on “Suggest an Event”
to add it to the calendar

A MESSAGE FROM ADAM

A

s Purim quickly approaches, we anticipate
not only a holiday full of family fun, but an
important time in history during which the evil
Haman and his family plotted to destroy our people. We
know Purim to be a celebration of victory, the triumph of
our people over evil, and a time during which we staved
off execution. We reflect on the bravery of Vashti in
maintaining her pride when instructed by her husband,
King Ahasuerus, to embarrass herself. We think of
Queen Esther, who risked her life and status by telling
the king that his most trusted advisor, Haman, did not
have his best interests in mind and was using him in his
plot to kill the Jewish people. We also must remember
Mordecai, whose very commitment to doing the right
thing by informing Esther to tell King Ahasuerus about
an assassination attempt, and then refusing to bow to
Haman leads to Haman’s despising of him.
Purim is rich with content and lessons – equity and
equality, honour and ethics, jealousy and karma, and
ultimately, respect. We learn from two strong and
intelligent women – Vashti and Esther – to maintain
dignity and to act with strategy and conviction. We learn

from Mordecai to hold our values dear and to conduct
ourselves with honour. From Haman, we learn about
hate and envy. The story of Purim teaches us to remain
principled at any cost, to stand as a united community,
and to strategize and take action to address challenges
and threats.
In life, we are often faced with choices which might not
be personally harmful and in which we have no direct
stake, but which might be harmful to others. It is our
choice, and I suggest our imperative, to stand up and ‘do
the right thing’ even if it might draw us into a challenging
situation that we might have otherwise been able to
avoid. If we can help others, we should. If we can support
one another, we should. If we can solve community
challenges, we should.
In some synagogues I’ve attended for Purim, at some
point during the telling of the Purim story, at the reading
of Megillat Esther, there is a shift. We are taught to listen
very carefully for Haman’s name so we can use our
groggers or other noisemakers, or even “boo” to blot out
his name. We are very patient, waiting several chapters
until we can drown out his name. However, in some

synagogues people continue to blot out Haman’s name,
but also cheer for Esther, Mordecai, and the fortunate
twists of the story.
I would like to suggest that we continue to acknowledge
the challenges we face and to drown out expressions of
Antisemitism and hate, but I would also like to suggest
that we equally cheer for and champion the beauty of our
Judaism, as well as applaud and thank those who stand by
our side as a community.
Using our groggers on these matters remains incredibly
important, but it is equally important for us to cheer
and celebrate. In the coming month, let’s continue to
stand against what is wrong, stand for what is right, and
celebrate our successes and our amazing Jewish Calgary
every chance we have.
B’Shalom,

Adam Silver
CEO, Calgary Jewish Federation

Building an inclusive community is a priority. Contact us and we will make every effort to meet your needs.

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

IBP
opens doors

Calgary Jewish Federation’s
Integrated Bursary Program
can help you, if you find it’s a
financial struggle to participate
fully in Jewish life in our community.

With one application followed by a discreet and personalized session with
a Federation volunteer, you can access subsidies for day schools, summer
camp, and recreational activities – depending on your need. Applications
available at jewishcalgary.org or at Calgary JCC, Halpern Akiva Academy,
JFSC (Jewish Family Service Calgary), and The Calgary Jewish Academy.

LEARN ABOUT BETA ISRAEL

AND THE EMERGING JEWISH COMMUNITIES
OF THE AMAZONS AND LATIN AMERICA
THURSDAY, MARCH 26 • 7-9pm • JCC
Dr. David Breakstone is deputy chairman of the
executive of The Jewish Agency for Israel and
the conceptual architect and founding director
of the Herzl Museum and Educational Center
in Jerusalem. He also serves as a member
of the executives of the World Zionist
Organization, Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael
(Jewish National Fund) and Keren Hayesod,
and has served as chair of the Masorti
Movement in Israel.
For more information contact Diana Kalef at
dkalef@jewishcalgary.org or 403-444-3154.

• • • Application Deadline: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 • • •
For information email ibp@jewishcalgary.org or go online:
jewishcalgary.org/ibp-making-jewish-life-more-affordable
Yasher Koach to students
from The Calgary Jewish
Academy who continue
to make a difference
in their school and
community! Students
gifted Calgary Jewish
Federation with a
cheque for $500 in
support of the 2019
United Jewish Appeal
Campaign. We thank
and commend these
young philanthropists
for their generosity and
community stewardship.

UJA 2019

All activities on these two pages are made possible
by your gifts to Federation’s annual UJA Campaign

AVI SHABBAT INTERFAITH DINNER

On February 21, students from a variety of faith, cultural, and political
backgrounds joined Hillel Calgary at Beth Tzedec Congregation for the
annual Avi Shabbat Interfaith Dinner. Based on the values and works
of Avi Shaefer, this North American initiative was originally created to
promote interfaith encounters and open dialogue around the IsraelPalestine conflict. Guests took part in traditional Friday night services
and actively participated in candle lighting and kiddush. Student
leaders facilitated conversation which challenged participants to
reflect on and share their values, beliefs, and traditions. Special thanks
to Cantor Russell Jayne and the Beth Tzedec, Adriana Tulissi of the
University of Calgary’s Faith and Spirituality Centre, the students of the
Kaleidoscope Project, CIJA, Hillel, and The Avi Shaefer Fund.

INCLUSION ESSAY CONTEST
MESHANE HA BRIOT CELEBRATING DIFFERENCES
BEING INCLUSIVE, MAKING A BETTER WORLD

In honour of JEWISH DISABILITY AWARENESS, ACCEPTANCE, AND INCLUSION MONTH 2020, students in grades six to nine were invited to submit an essay
about inclusion. All participants received recognition for their submission; with first, second, and third place prizes provided by The Fania & Leoz”l Wedro
Community Fund. The first place essays for our two divisions: grades 6-7 and grades 8-9 are presented below.

PERSPECTIVES ON INCLUSION

A MILLION UNHEARD SOUNDS

BY CHARLIE SHORE, GRADE 6 (THE CALGARY JEWISH ACADEMY)
The Oxford Dictionary definition of inclusion is the act or state
of including or being included in a group or structure. People
have different perspectives on inclusion and what it means. It
doesn’t matter what you look like or what differences people have, every person
no matter what should be included in activities and experiences that they want
to participate in. Several years ago, Calgary Jewish Federation dedicated itself to
including everybody in their programming, and they worked hard on helping
children or anybody with special needs, and
their families, participate and be included in activities within and outside of the
Jewish community. People who believe in inclusion, believe that these differences
do matter, but should also be accepted, respected, admired and even celebrated.
Inclusion is important to me because I have family and friends with special
needs, my dad works with children with special needs, and because I am Jewish
and what my community does is part of who I am. I decided to interview four
different people, to get different perspectives on the importance of
inclusion, and the challenges of including people. These people include a mom
and son who has special needs, a speech therapist and a peer helper.

BY UMA FOURMAN, GRADE 8 (THE CALGARY JEWISH ACADEMY)
When I had just begun second grade, I migrated from the balmy land
of Israel to the cold city of Winnipeg. I did not know how to speak
a word of English. Maybe just an ‘I don’t understand’, ‘water’, and
‘bathroom’ (The words my parents taught me days before).

Person 1 - Mother of child with autism

People said that she ‘suffered’ from a reduced hearing ability. In my opinion,
she wasn’t suffering but was blessed. Every single day an average person hears
numerous different sounds. The squeaky wheels of a bus stopping at its destination,
a meaningless conversation your neighbors or strangers are laughing about, maybe
even the whooshing sound of a pen scribbling across the empty paper or the clicks
a computer is producing. This unimportant noises are something that echoes inside
our brain and matches the surroundings of our site.

What have been some successful examples of Mac being included?
Mac was in a hip hop class by himself and he didn’t go with anybody helping him
but the teacher knew that he had different abilities.
What strategies have helped make inclusion more successful?
One strategy was preparing because new things for Mac were stressful and
exciting at the same time and it was hard to just walk into a new environment.
What has Mac’s inclusion taught other people?
Mac’s inclusion has taught kids at school that everyone has different abilities and
has different things that they are good at.
Are there challenges with Mac’s inclusion with his extended family?
Yes, one of the reasons is that Mac can’t concentrate when lots of people are
talking and that is one of the things that happens quite often.
Person 2 - Child with autism
What do you like to do by yourself?
Like to play Hotwheels, Mario and Superheroes.
What do you like to do with other people?
Like to play hide and seek and tag.

I instantly made friends with the Russian and Hebrew speaking students in my class
as I only understood them. My first interaction with an actual English student was
a girl in my class. She had a minimized hearing ability or in other word deafness.
The first day that I arrived in my small classroom filled with bright colors and signs
that had bubbly writing about them, I couldn’t help but notice the social worker
standing beside our teacher as she welcomed everybody. I was confused at first. I
have never encountered someone gesture sign language before. As I stared at the
lady quickly moving her hands and fingers and mouth out the words so that the
student would understand I noticed her looking at a girl who had a black earpiece
connected to her ear. I was a 6-year-old immigrant in a Canadian public school
who did not even know how to ask a question. Only once the day ended did I finally
understand who she was.

People who are deaf also encounter these moments regularly. They either think in
sign language or picture the vibration. Although sound can reduce some ability, I
believe that people that suffer from it should not be degraded or less respected. In
a recent research that I had done, I found out about a case in the US that did not
allow Shakirra Thomas (a deaf person) to get a job due to the interpreter that she
would have to hire. In 2014 a percentage of deaf people unemployed resulted in a
24% gap. Although many do get hired they feel isolated from the rest of co-workers
as the coworkers doubted their knowledge.
The disgusting hatred disabled people have to face today is terrible. ‘A Million
Unheard Sounds’ was a Russian movie filmed about adults who have the same
disability as a student in my class. They, however, thought that being unable to hear
was something that they were lucky to have as they said that they would ‘go crazy’ if
they heard each sound produced…

What activities do you like to do with your big family?
Toboggan and ski…
CONTINUE READING AND FIND MORE STUDENT ESSAYS AT JEWISHCALGARY.ORG

IMAGINE IF YOU COULD PROVIDE A GIFT TO THE
JEWISH COMMUNITY THAT WOULD LAST FOREVER
CALGARY JEWISH FEDERATION IS THANKFUL
FOR THESE COMMUNITY MEMBERS FOR
ENSURING OUR JEWISH TOMORROWS:
Alicez”l & Jacob (Jack) Adler
Bruce & Carolyn Libin
Dr. Stuart & Irene Ross
Philip & Harriet Libin
Anonymous (5)
Leonard Seidman & Kimberly Rothenberg
The Lister Family
Dan Balaban & Family
Brenda & Garry Sapoznikow
Roz Mendelson & David Hodgins
Michael Balaban
Marina Segal
Stuart & Elaine Myron
Jenny Belzberg
Yannai Segal
Jack & Donna Newton
Gertrude Cohos
Cheryl & Morley Shore
Rob & Beth Ordman
Peter & Kim Cohos
Judith Shriar
Alex A. Osten
Sam, Cindy, Rebekah, & Josh Feldman
Deborah & Adam Silver
David & Cynthia Prasow
Josh Inhaber
Beth & Craig Steinberg
Lynne & Ralph Preston
Diana Kalef & Elliott Steinberg
Sam & Ida Switzer
Ron & Barb Krell

To learn more about how to create your Jewish legacy,
contact Diana Kalef at 403-444-3154 or dkalef@jewishcalgary.org.

BE REMEMBERED FOREVER IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY WITH A GIFT IN YOUR WILL, TRUST, OR LIFE INSURANCE POLICY

